Functionally distinct memories for imprinting stimuli: behavioral and neural dissociations.
Precocial chicks exposed to a stimulus subsequently approach that stimulus in preference to other, novel stimuli. Previous investigations of the neural basis of these imprinting preferences suggest that imprinting training results in the formation of two memories. The first memory is formed rapidly and is located in the intermediate and medial part of the hyperstriatum ventrale (IMHV) of the left hemisphere; the formation of the second, in another memory system, S', takes several hours and can be prevented by a lesion placed in the right IMHV soon after training. The results of the present study suggest that the functional characteristics of these memories differ. Although memories in both left IMHV and S' supported imprinting preferences (Experiments 1a and 2a), only memories in S' influenced the acquisition of a heat-reinforced discrimination in which imprinted objects served as discriminanda (Experiments 1b and 2b).